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INTRODUCTION
Aggregation of suspended particles into large rapidly
sinking aggregates is believed to be one of the main
processes driving vertical material fluxes in the ocean
(Fowler & Knauer 1986). Aggregates are also sites of
enhanced biological activity. Within the euphotic zone
aggregated phytoplankton may be photosynthetically
active (Knauer et al. 1982). Throughout the water col-
umn bacteria hydrolyse (Smith et al. 1992, Grossart &
Simon 1998) and respire (Ploug et al. 1999a) aggre-
gated particulate matter at high rates, protozoan com-
munities develop and feed on bacteria and other small
particles inside aggregates (Caron et al. 1982, Turley
& Mackie 1994, Ploug & Grossart 2000), and zooplank-
ton colonize and inhabit aggregates while feeding on
their constituents (Alldredge 1976, Shanks & Walters
1997, Kiørboe 2000). A substantial fraction of aggre-
gated material may therefore be remineralized before
the aggregate leaves the upper mixed layer (Kiørboe
2000). The degradation processes continue below the
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ABSTRACT: Marine snow aggregates are sites of elevated biological activity. This activity depends
on the exchange of solutes (O2, CO2, mineral nutrients, dissolved organic material, etc.) between the
aggregate and the environment and causes heterogeneity in the distribution of dissolved substances
in the ambient water. We described the fluid flow and solute distribution around a sinking aggregate
by solving the Navier-Stokes’ equations and the advection-diffusion equations numerically. The
model is valid for Reynolds numbers characteristic of marine snow, up to Re = 20. The model demon-
strates the importance of a correct flow environment when making biological rate-measurements
on aggregates (e.g., oxygen consumption/production, growth rates of bacteria and phytoplankton)
because both solute fluxes and internal solute concentrations depend strongly on the flow environ-
ment. Observations of flow and oxygen-concentration fields in the vicinity of both artificial and
natural oxygen-consuming aggregates that are suspended in a flow compare well with model
predictions, thus suggesting that our set-up is suitable for making biological rate measurements. The
sinking aggregate leaves a long slender plume in its wake, where solute concentration is either
elevated (leaking substances) or depressed (consumed substances) relative to ambient concentration.
Such plumes may impact the nutrition of osmotrophs. For example, based on published solubilization
rates of aggregates we describe the amino acid plume behind a sinking aggregate (0.1 to 1.0 cm
radius). The volume of the plume with amino acid concentrations high enough to significantly affect
bacterial uptake rates is ca 100 · the volume of the aggregate itself. Thus, sinking aggregates may
create significant microniches also for free-living bacteria.
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mixed layer and contribute to the observed decline
in particle flux with depth (Martin et al. 1987, Pace
et al. 1987). Hence, the formation and degradation of
sinking aggregates have major implications for both
the retention and export of limiting elements in the
upper ocean, and for the ocean’s carbon and nutrient
budgets.
The biological activities in sinking aggregates are
governed by the exchange of solutes (e.g., CO2, O2,
inorganic nutrients, and hydrolysis products) between
the aggregate and the ambient water through flow and
molecular diffusion in the vicinity of the aggregate.
The growth of aggregated phytoplankton may depend
on the transport of inorganic nutrients towards the
aggregate; aggregate remineralization rate can be lim-
ited by the transport rate of oxygen towards the aggre-
gate; internal concentrations of solutes such as oxygen
and dissolved organics, which are produced and/or
consumed inside aggregates, depend on the rate of
transport to/from the aggregate and, hence, govern
the rate of concentration-dependent processes. Finally,
aggregates leaking remineralization and hydrolyza-
tion products (DOM, inorganic nutrients) may leave a
trail of enhanced solute concentration during sedimen-
tation. Such trails may provide a cue to zooplankters
that search for aggregates, and may generate hetero-
geneity in the ambient distribution of solutes utilised
by phytoplankton and free-living bacteria. To under-
stand the degradation processes listed above, one must
therefore know the advective and diffusive exchange
of solutes between the aggregate and the ambient
water. Furthermore, interpretation of experimental
measurements depends on a knowledge of the effects
and time scales of transport processes.
Flow and solute distributions around sinking parti-
cles and, hence, mass transport have been described in
the oceanographic literature (Csanady 1986, Jackson
1989, Karp-Boss et al. 1996, and references therein)
but have assumed Stokes’ flow and are hence valid
only for systems at low Reynolds numbers (Re << 1),
i.e., small and slow-sinking particles. Marine snow
aggregates are typically larger, faster sinking and
characterised by Re up to about 20 (Alldredge &
Gotschalk 1988). Here we develop from first principles
a numerical model of the flow and solute distribution
around sinking particles valid up to Re = 20, thus
encompassing the typical range of marine snow part-
icles. We compare model predictions with direct ob-
servations of flow and solute distributions around
aggregates suspended in flow. Hereby we evaluate the
experimental system, which previously has been used
to estimate oxygen consumption and production in
aggregates (Ploug & Jørgensen 1999). The results are
discussed in relation to small-scale fluxes of solutes
between sinking aggregates and the ambient water
during sedimentation and the heterogeneity of organic
matter and solutes in the ocean.
MATERIAL AND METHODS
The model. The sinking marine snow aggregate is
modelled as a solid sphere moving through the water
at constant speed. The flow is described by solving the
Navier-Stokes’ equations numerically, and the solute
distribution is described by then solving the governing
diffusion-advection equation. Diffusion and advection
govern the concentration field and the resulting solute
exchange in an identical manner, whether the aggre-
gate is a sink or a source of a particular solute. A more
detailed description of the model and of the numerical
approach can be found in Appendix 1. Here we pro-
vide only a few necessary definitions.
Following the convention of Karp-Boss et al. (1996)
we take the radius of the sphere a as the characterist-
stic length, and the free flow U as the characteristic
velocity. The flow and the concentration fields are then
described by the Reynolds number
(1)
and the Peclet number
(2)
where n is the kinematic viscosity and D the diffusion
coefficient. We use SI units for the quantities a, U, n
and D, although any consistent system of units can be
used. The dimensionless numbers Re and Pe are re-
lated by the Schmidt number,
(3)
To calculate the solute distribution, we investigated 2
alternative inner boundary conditions, i.e., either that
the concentration is constant over the surface of the
sphere (Dirichlet boundary condition) or that the flux
is constant over the surface of the sphere (Neumann
boundary condition). Traditionally, a Dirichlet condi-
tion has been assumed in oceanographic work (Karp-
Boss et al. 1996). The Dirichlet condition corresponds
to the case where solute transfer and, hence, the rate
of the relevant biological process is transport limited
and the flux therefore increases with increasing fluid
flow. The Neumann condition corresponds to the
situation where the flux is limited by the rate of the
biological process (reaction limitation) and the concen-
tration at the surface depends on the fluid flow. Com-
parison of the observations with predictions based on
these alternative boundary conditions thus offers a
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way of assessing whether solute flow is reaction or
transport limited.
Experiments. Near spherical, oxygen-consuming
model aggregates, 3 to 4 mm in diameter, were made
as described by Cronenberg, 1994: Bakers yeast was
suspended in a 2% (w/w) agar solution at +40°C and
dripped by a Pasteur pipette into thin paraffin oil
at room temperature. An almost perfect agar-yeast
sphere forms from each drop. The spheres were rinsed
and stored for up to a few days in freshwater. More
typical marine snow aggregates were produced in a
rolling tank using detritus collected from a copepod
culture (Acartia tonsa grown on Rhodomonas baltica).
We selected for measurements the ‘most’ spherical
aggregates, which were, however, often somewhat
oblate and with an irregular surface. All measure-
ments with detritus aggregates were made in seawa-
ter, while measurements with yeast aggregates were
made in freshwater. Experimental temperature varied
between experiments, ranging from 7 to 20°C, corre-
sponding to Sc between ca 450 and 1000. Additional
measurements on detritus aggregates and field-sam-
pled marine snow were taken from Ploug (unpubl.)
and Ploug et al. (1999a).
Flow and solute distributions were measured around
aggregates suspended in an upward-directed flow
generated in the flow-through chamber described by
Ploug & Jørgensen (1999). Briefly, the chamber con-
sisted of a 10 cm long cylindrical Plexiglas tube, inner
diameter (i.d.) 5 cm, with a nylon stocking (100 to
300 µm mesh size) distended across the middle of
the tube. Water was supplied from below, passed the
mesh, and left the cylinder through 4 opposing outlets
at the top of the chamber. The entire chamber was
submerged in a constant temperature water bath. The
aggregate was mounted on a very thin (30 µm) glass
thread and suspended about 5 mm above the mesh.
Additional measurements were conducted in a scaled-
up version of the chamber (10 cm i.d., 10 cm long
above the net) with aggregates suspended further
away from the mesh (2 to 4 cm).
To visualise the flow, the aggregate was illuminated
from the side by a horizontally oriented 0.6 to 0.7 mm
thick Ne-laser sheet, and the movements of neutrally
buoyant particles (27 µm Locopodium pollen) were
recorded by a video camera oriented perpendicular
to the laser sheet. The camera was equipped with a
105 mm macrolens and connected to a VCR with a
video timer (1/100 s). Thus, flow in one azimuthal
plane was observed, but is assumed representative of
the near 3-dimensional radially symmetric flow. Parti-
cle positions were digitised to obtain streamlines and
flow velocity distributions. Flow velocities were com-
puted as 0.1 to 0.3 s averages (depending on their mag-
nitude). We concentrated on flow velocities on tran-
sects off the aggregate’s equator and directly up- and
downstream of the aggregates. Due to the thickness of
the laser sheet, apparent distances of particles from the
aggregate are overestimated on average. Because the
flow is radially symmetric, apparent particle distances
directly off the aggregate’s equator could be converted
to average real distance (see Kiørboe & Titelman 1998);
a similar conversion was not possible in other direc-
tions and, hence, distance-specific velocities are slightly
overestimated here on average, particularly close to
the aggregate.
Oxygen gradients were measured at steady-state in
transects off the equator (i.e., perpendicular to the flow
direction) and directly downstream of the aggregate
by means of a long, slender Clark-type microelectrode
with a 4 µm sensing tip, a 90% response time <0.5 s,
and a stirring sensitivity of 0.3% (Revsbech 1989). The
microelectrode was fixed on a micromanipulator and
the position of the aggregate surface was determined
by slowly moving the tip of the electrode towards the
aggregate until it touched the surface as observed on
the video image (ca 25 · magnification). Measurements
along the transects were taken at 50 to 1000 µm in-
tervals (depending on the gradient) from the surface
until no further change in oxygen concentration could
be measured. The oxygen fluxes and local Sherwood
numbers were calculated from the measured gradients
at the aggregate-water interface as described earlier
(Ploug et al. 1997).
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Flow field
Stokes’ flow is perfectly symmetric (Fig. 1). With in-
creasing Re, the computed flow becomes increasingly
asymmetric: velocity gradients become steeper in front
of and particularly along the sides of the sphere, while
the flow velocity is reduced downstream of the particle
(see also Fig. 2). Vorticity isolines are advected down-
stream. Recirculation downstream becomes evident
at Re ≈ 12 (not shown). Streamlines and spatial dis-
tribution of vorticity at various Re replicate accu-
rately those computed by Dennis & Walker (1971) and
Chang & Maxey (1994), and the onset of recirculation
(separation) at Re ≈ 12 is consistent with both ex-
perimental observations and models (Johnson & Patel
1999). Thus, we are confident that our numerical re-
sults are valid.
The flow velocity profiles recorded in our experi-
mental system are in reasonable accord with the model
(Fig 2): the flow becomes increasingly asymmetric with
increasing Re and the velocity gradients increase
upstream and off the sphere’s equator and decrease
3
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downstream. The model predicts a slight peak in flow
velocity off the sphere’s equator where the flow veloc-
ity slightly exceeds the flow velocity far away (evident
in Fig. 2H). This peak is sometimes also seen in the
data, but the observed peak is at times larger than that
predicted (e.g., Fig. 2F), leading to slightly steeper
velocity gradients off the equator. Also, some distance
downstream, the observed flow exceeds the predicted
flow. This is because the flow lines in the chamber
were not perfectly parallel due to unavoidable slight
instabilities in the flow. This also caused the undis-
turbed flow velocities in our chamber to vary by up to
20%. Thus, the flow around the particle in our experi-
mental system shares essential features with the flow
around a freely falling particle, but does not replicate
it exactly.
Concentration field
We can describe the spatial distribution of solutes
consumed by (or leaking from) aggregates by means of
the model (Fig. 3, here computed for Sc = 1000). At
Pe = 0 (i.e., a non-sinking sphere) solute transfer is
governed by diffusion only, and the resulting solute
distribution is radially symmetric. With increasing Pe,
the concentration distribution becomes increasingly
asymmetric with a long slender plume of reduced con-
centration at the rear of the aggregate. By Pe = 100
(Re = 0.1) the plume is very long and slender and 20
radii downstream the concentration is still reduced by
more than 10% of the reduction at the surface. Higher
Pe yields even longer plumes. We are unaware of pre-
vious attempts to model solute distributions at Re >0.1
and Sc relevant to biological oceanography (~400 to
4000 for sugars, amino acids, oxygen, nutrient salts
between 0 and 25°C).
The observed oxygen concentrations measured off
the equator of our yeast aggregates agree with those
4
Fig. 1. Streamlines and distribution of velocity and vorticity
around sinking sphere for Stokes’ flow and at Re = 1 and 10.
The particle is moving down. Distances are in units of radii.
Velocity isolines (units of U ) and vorticity isolines (units of
U/a) are in steps of 0.1 (the outermost isolines are labelled)
Fig. 2. Observed and computed velocity profiles up- and down-
stream of the sphere and off the sphere’s equator at various Re.
Lines refer to velocities computed from the model, circles to ob-
served velocities. In (A) and (B) distances and computed velocities 
are in units of sphere radii (a) and sinking velocity (U)
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predicted from the model, as does the inner parts of the
downstream concentration gradients (Fig. 4, here shown
for a constant flux per surface area over the entire
aggregate). However, further downstream, the ob-
served oxygen concentration approaches ambient
concentration faster than predicted and the tail thus
appears much shorter than predicted by the model
(Fig. 4). We ascribe this to the flow instabilities men-
tioned earlier: a slight deviation of the flow from per-
fectly vertical moves the centre of the slender plume to
the side of the electrode. Thus, as for the flow field, the
concentration field is very similar to that predicted,
particularly in the vicinity of the sphere. The experi-
mental set-up used here and in several previous exper-
iments (Ploug et al. 1997, 1999a,b, Ploug & Jørgensen
1999) is, hence, representative of the flow and diffu-
sion field in the vicinity of a naturally sinking aggre-
gate. There was also no evidence for artefacts in
the measured oxygen concentrations induced by the
microsensor in the diffusive boundary layer around a
sphere as reported in sediment studies (Glud et al.
1994). This is likely explained by the fact that the
electrode, which is much smaller than the aggregate
itself, is directed parallel to the flow, and that the
3-dimensional flow and diffusion field around aggre-
gates are apparently not sensitive to the electrode.
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Fig. 3. Spatial distribution of solutes
consumed by (or leaking out of) a
sinking sphere at Pe = 0, 100, 1000,
10 000 (computed for a Neumann
boundary condition). Computations
were made at Sc = 1000, corre-
sponding to a diffusion coefficient
D = 10–5 cm2 s–1 and a viscosity n =
10–2 cm2 s–1. A Pe = 0 corresponds
to pure diffusion. Dark blue corre-
sponds to ambient concentration. If
the sphere is a sink of solutes, red
colour corresponds to the zone
where the solute concentration is
most depleted. If, instead, the sphere
leaks solutes, red colour corresponds
to the zone where solute concentra-
tion is most elevated. Distances are 
in units of sphere radii (a) Distance (a)
Pe = 1000 Pe = 10 000
Pe = 0 Pe = 100
D
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Mass transfer
The dimensionless Sherwood number (Sh) is the
ratio of total mass transport (diffusive + advective) to
that for pure diffusion to/from the sphere. It thus
describes the relative enhancement of solute fluxes
due to advection. It is defined only for a transport-
limited system (i.e., a Dirichlet boundary condition).
For pure diffusion, Sh = 1. The Sh depends on both the
Pe and the Re. The Sh has previously been used to
examine the effect of advection (swimming, sinking)
on solute uptake in unicellular organisms (e.g., Kiør-
boe 1993, Karp-Boss et al. 1996 and references therein)
and in sinking particles, aggregates or colonial organ-
isms (Logan & Alldredge 1989, Jannasch et al. 1996,
Ploug et al. 1999b). It is consequently a useful property
in biological oceanography.
In considering the movement of solutes leaking out
of or consumed by sinking aggregates, we computed
Sh for different values of Pe and Re. Our model accu-
rately replicates previous attempts to examine the de-
pendency of Sh on Pe when a Stokes’ flow is assumed
6
Fig. 4. Examples of modelled (lines) and observed (circles) concentra-
tions of oxygen downstream and off the equator of yeast aggregates
suspended in a laminar flow. Computed values are for a Neumann 
boundary condition
Fig. 5. (A) Computed bulk Sh as a function of Pe compared
with previous numerical and analytical results, where Stokes’
flow has been assumed. Computations with the present
model were made for Stokes’ flow. A Dirichelt boundary con-
dition has been employed in both the present computations as
well as in those from the literature. The previously reported
results are the asymptotic analytical solution for Pe << 1: Sh =
1 + 1/2Pe + 1/2Pe
2 ln(Pe) (Acrivos & Tayler 1962); for Pe >> 1:
Sh = 0.6245Pe1/3 + 0.461 (Acrivos & Goddard 1965); and the
numerically determined approximation (all Pe): Sh = 1/2 [1 +
(1 + 2Pe)1/3] (Clift et al. 1978) (see Karp-Boss et al. 1996).
(B) Computed bulk Sh versus Re for various Sc. Circles are
numerical results, solid lines are the fitted relation. (C) Com-
puted bulk Sh as a function of aggregate size employing 2
different sinking velocity versus size relations (Eqs. 4a,b).
Computations were made for Sc = 1000, which would be
typical for small biological molecules (D ≈ 10–5 cm2 s–1) in
seawater (n ≈ 10–2 cm2 s–1). For Sc = 300, Sh is up to 30% less,
and for Sc = 4000, Sh is up to 60% higher than shown here
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(i.e. very low Re) (Fig. 5A). In this ideal situation the
Sh depends solely on Pe. However, the assumption
of Stokes’ flow becomes increasingly violated with
increasing Re (and Pe). We therefore computed Sh
for varying Re (0.1 to 20) and for Sc between 300 and
4000 (Fig. 5B), which encompasses the biologically
relevant range. We fitted a relation of the form Sh =
1 + aRebSc1/3 to the computed values (cf. Clift et al.
1978). The fitted relation agrees to within 5% of the
numerical solution for 0.1 < Re < 20 and 30 < Pe <
50 000:
Sh =  1 + 0.619Re0.412 Sc1/3 (4)
The effect of a more correct representation of the
flow becomes significant (>10% deviation) for Re >1 at
Sc = 1000.
It is of relevance to examine how Sh
depends on the size of a marine snow
aggregate. Alldredge & Gotschalk (1988,
1989) made in situ observations of sinking
velocities of aggregates of various sizes,
and provided the following empirical
relationships between sinking velocity
(U) and equivalent radius (a):
U (cm s–1) = 0.13a (cm)0.26
(Alldredge & Gotschalk 1988) (5a)
U (cm s–1) = 0.2a (cm)
(Alldredge & Gotschalk 1989) (5b)
Employing these relations together
with Eq. (4), we estimated the variation
in Sh with aggregate size for Sc = 1000
(Fig. 5c). Estimated Sh for typical marine
snow aggregate sizes (0.1 to 1 cm) vary
between ca 4 and 20. Thus, to the extent
that mass transfer is transport limited,
solute transport is facilitated by a fac-
tor of this magnitude in sinking over
non-sinking marine snow aggregates. In
comparison, the Sh for unicellular sink-
ing or swimming organisms typically fall
in the range of 1 to 2 (Karp-Boss et al.
1996). Hence, advection is significantly
more important for mass transfer to/from
sinking aggregates than it is for sinking
or swimming unicellular organisms.
So far we have considered only bulk
Sh, i.e. the average over the entire sur-
face of the sphere. However, local values
vary several-fold (Fig. 6A). The local Sh
is the normalised concentration gradient
at the sphere’s surface, and it describes
the solute distribution in the immediate
vicinity of the sphere. It depends on the
local thickness of the effective diffusive boundary
layer (DBL
q
)
(6)
and is defined as (Sherwood et al. 1975)
(7)
where Cr =a,q and C∞ are the concentrations at the sur-
face (in direction q ) and far from the sphere, and r is
the radial distance from the centre of the sphere. In
contrast to the bulk Sh, local Sh is defined for both a
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Fig. 6. (A) Example of how the local Sherwood number varies as a function of
the position at the surface of the aggregate measured as angle from upstream
(q ). The computation was made for a Dirichlet boundary condition at Re = 9 and
Pe = 9000. (B–D) Computed and observed local Sh upstream, downstream and
off the equator of the aggregate as a function of Pe and Re. Computations
(lines) were made with both a Dirichlet and a Neumann boundary condition.
Open circles are for yeast spheres; solid circles are for lab-made and field-
collected detritus aggregates
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reaction and a transport-limited system. For the Neu-
mann boundary condition, the radial flux is constant
over the surface, and variations in local Sh therefore
reflect variations in surface concentration depending
on the local DBL thickness. Similarly, variation in local
Sh for a Dirichlet boundary condition reflects variation
in radial fluxes depending on the local DBL thickness.
Thus, during transport limitation, the flux of solutes is
highest in the upstream direction where the local Sh is
highest (Fig. 6A).
Observed local Sh numbers at the equator and up-
stream our near-spherical yeast aggregates agree well
with those predicted, independent of whether we
employ a Dirichlet or a Neumann boundary condition.
(Fig. 6B,D). However, downstream from the aggregate
the observed local Sh scatters between the local Sh
predicted by the 2 alternative boundary conditions
(Fig. 6C). This applies also to the lab-made and field-
collected aggregates. Thus, neither boundary condi-
tion accurately applies to our aggregates, but they
rather describe extremes enveloping the observations.
Deviations from a Neumann boundary imply that the
solute flux is transport limited and deviations from a
Dirichlet boundary imply that it is reaction limited. The
intermediate local Sh suggests that the oxygen uptake
rate is both transport and reaction limited.
Even the local Sh measured in more irregular
lab-made and field-sampled aggregates are well
described by the model, and our observations are thus
consistent with predictions for impermeable spheres.
The apparent porosity of marine aggregates is high,
greater than 0.9990 in >5 mm diameter aggregates
(Alldredge & Gotschalk 1988). Flow through porous
aggregates has so far not been verified experimentally
and the impact of any potential flow has only been
quantified from model calculations, which suggest that
flow within large (>7 mm), porous and fast-sinking
aggregates may increase mass transfer to attached
cells within aggregates 1.0- to 2.1-fold compared to
that to free-living cells (Logan & Hunt 1987, Logan &
Alldredge 1989). The oxygen gradients around our
<6 mm large field-sampled marine aggregates, how-
ever, are well described by the model for impermeable
aggregates to which mass transfer is potentially 4- to
20-fold enhanced during sedimentation. High abun-
dance of transparent exopolymeric particles (TEP)
within aggregates may have limited flow within these
aggregates. However, recent studies of highly po-
rous field-sampled aggregates have shown that flow
through such aggregates may imply concentration
gradients significantly different from those predicted
by the model and a more efficient mass transfer (Ploug
& Hietanen unpubl.). Hence, mass transfer to sinking
aggregates predicted and measured in the present
study is conservative.
Measuring biological rates in aggregates
There are several implications of the model and our
observations for estimating biological rates in aggre-
gates. First, whether the flux or the concentration can
be considered constant over the surface of the sphere
(Neumann vs Dirichlet boundary condition) has impli-
cations for the calculation of solute fluxes in micro-
sensor studies. Since our observations suggest that the
flux may not be constant over the entire surface area,
measurements should in principle be done at multiple
locations of the aggregate surface and then be inte-
grated to yield total solute flux (here equal to respira-
tion rate). Unfortunately, this is very laborious. How-
ever, bulk Sh are very close to Sh measured along the
equator, implying that measurements at this location
can be considered representative.
The flow environment during incubation of aggre-
gates may be important for the correct measure-
ments of biological rates. It follows from the diffusion-
advection equation (Eq. A7, Appendix 1) and the
definition of the local Sh (Eq. 7), that the local steady-
state surface concentration of solutes (Cr = a,q ) and/or the
local flux per surface area (J
q
) varies with the local Sh:
(8)
The exchange rate of solutes between an aggregate
and its environment is limited either by the capacity of
the organisms in the aggregate to consume or produce
solutes (i.e., a Neumann boundary condition—the flux
is constant and Cr =a,q varies with the local Sh) or by the
transport capacity (i.e., a Dirichlet boundary condi-
tion—Cr =a,q is constant and J q varies with the local Sh).
If the aggregate’s maximal uptake capacity of a
solute exceeds the transport potential, then the flux
becomes transport limited. It follows from Eq. (8) that
the practical implication of this is that one may under-
estimate biological rates if advective transport is pre-
vented and measurements are done on non-sinking
aggregates in stagnant water. The magnitude of the Sh
indicates the magnitude of the error. This may, for
example, apply to measurements of aggregate respira-
tion rates in sediment traps (see Banse 1990) or during
experimental incubations (e.g., Simon et al. 1990). Ob-
servations on lab-made and on field-collected aggre-
gates suggest that the biological rate may at times be
partly transport limited (Fig. 6), even when the aggre-
gate is suspended in a flow. Thus, a correct flow envi-
ronment is a prerequisite for representative measure-
ments.
If instead the solute flux is reaction limited, it follows
from Eq. (8) that the solute concentration at the surface
and, therefore, in the interior of the aggregate varies
with the flow. Thus, concentrations of solutes that are
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produced or consumed (e.g., dissolved organic matter,
inorganic nutrients, oxygen) by microorganisms in
aggregates may be radically different between sinking
and non-sinking aggregates. The magnitude of the
local Sh indicates the size of the difference. A correct
flow environment thus has consequences for the cor-
rect estimation of rates (e.g., bacterial growth rate,
phytoplankton production) that depend on these con-
centrations. The use of inappropriate flow environ-
ments in the past may have led to the suggestion that
the interior of aggregates can be anoxic (e.g., Paerl
& Bebout 1988) and to underestimates of bacterial
growth rates in aggregates (see Ploug & Grossart
2000). It has recently been shown that the oxygen con-
centration inside aggregates can be 9-fold lower when
aggregates are resting on a solid surface compared
to when they are sinking through the water column
(Ploug & Jørgensen 1999). Similarly, bacterial produc-
tion measured on aggregates is 5- to 10-fold higher
when the aggregates are incubated individually and
suspended as in the natural environment as compared
to aggregates that are not maintained in suspension
during incubation (Ploug & Grossart 1999, Ploug 2001).
Heterogeneity in the ocean
Marine snow aggregates are both sinks and sources
of solutes and they may thus influence the ambient dis-
tribution of solutes in the ocean. It has previously been
pointed out that solutes are not evenly distributed in
seawater, but that plumes of elevated concentrations
of nutrients or dissolved organics may originate from
zooplankton excretion events (Jackson 1980, Lehman
& Scavia 1982), from leakage from sinking diatoms
(Jackson 1987, 1989), or from lysing unicellular organ-
isms (Blackburn et al. 1998). Generally, small plumes
from single cells do not persist very long because dif-
fusion at the µm–mm scale rapidly (s–min) dissipates
the locally elevated concentrations. Yet it has been
demonstrated that chemotactic motile bacteria may
take advantage of such plumes (Blackburn et al. 1998,
Jackson 1989). Also, the significant enrichment of het-
erotrophic organisms on aggregates compared to their
ambient concentrations may partly be explained by
colonization through chemotactic localization of high
concentration of organic matter by the organisms
(Jackson 1989).
Marine snow aggregates may be important sources
of dissolved organic matter because attached bacteria
seem to solubilize particulate organic matter faster than
they assimilate it (Smith et al. 1992, 1995, Grossart &
Simon 1998, Vetter et al. 1998). Hence, leaking and
sinking aggregates generate trails of elevated concen-
trations of dissolved organic matter on a cm–m scale
during sedimentation (cf. Fig. 3). Because the diffusion
time increases with distance squared, the larger spatial
extension (width) of snow-generated solute plumes
makes these more ‘diffusion resistant’ than the small
plume generated by a lysing protist, for example, and
may thus have a disproportionate influence on ambi-
ent solute distributions and on osmotrophs.
To illustrate the ambient effect of a leaking aggre-
gate we may estimate the volume of the plume with
amino acid concentrations high enough that bacterial
growth might be affected (Fig. 7). Based on the size-
specific organic nitrogen content of aggregates (All-
dredge 1998) and a PON-specific release of amino
acids of 0.20 d–1 (Smith et al. 1992), the leakage rate of
dissolved amino acids from a 0.5 cm aggregate sinking
at 0.1 cm s–1 (cf. Eq. 5a,b) can be estimated to be about
3.5 · 10–13 mol s–1. Midwater bacterial populations re-
spond by increased respiration and incorporation rates
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Fig. 7. 3-dimensional repre-
sentation of the plume of
elevated amino acid con-
centration in the wake of a
sinking aggregate. In this
example, a 0.5 cm radius
particle sinking at 0.1 cm s–1
and leaking amino acids at
3.5 · 10–13 mol s–1 has been
described. The depicted
plume corresponds to con-
centrations elevated by 3 ·
10–8 M above ambient con-
centration. All distances are
in units of sphere radii (a)
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at amino acid additions of 2 · 10–9 mol l–1, neritic sur-
face populations at >1.5 · 10–8 mol l–1 (Carlucci et al.
1986) and oligotrophic surface populations at ~10–9 mol
l–1 (Suttle et al. 1991). Atema (1988) reported a half-
saturation constant for amino acid uptake of about 3 ·
10–8 M in marine bacteria, and Suttle et al. (1991)
found half-saturation constants an order of magnitude
less. From the model we can calculate that the volume
of the plume with concentrations exceeding a half sat-
uration concentration of 3 · 10–8 M is about 100 times
the volume of the aggregate itself (Dirichlet boundary
condition). This effect on solute distribution may thus
have implications for bacterial growth rates in a much
larger volume of water than that occupied by the
aggregate itself. The estimate is very sensitive to the
leakage rate of amino acids, and the affected volume
will shrink considerably with decreasing leakage rate,
e.g., to 10 · aggregate volume if the leakage rate is
0.1 d–1. However, the estimate is relatively insensitive
to the size of the aggregate within the typical size
range of aggregates (~0.1 to 1.0 cm radius). Volume
concentrations of aggregates vary widely. The num-
bers compiled by Alldrege & Silver (1988) for the upper
ocean range between 10 and 7000 ppm with a geomet-
ric mean of ca 300 ppm (= 0.03% of the water column
occupied by aggregates). If a water volume 100 · the
volume of the aggregates holds amino acid concentra-
tions high enough to affect bacterial growth, then leak-
age from sinking aggregates may create significant
microniches for free-living bacteria. However, leakage
would only in rare occasions (with extreme aggregate
abundances) influence bulk water concentrations of
solutes. The characteristic time scale of the plume is
defined as the ratio of plume length to aggregate sink-
ing velocity. The length of the considered plume for
our 0.5 cm aggregate is 80 cm; hence the time scale is
13 min. Due to the reduced flow of water in the vicinity
of the sinking aggregated (cf. Figs. 1 & 2), the resi-
dence time of bateria within the plume may be much
longer. Chemosensory motile bacteria may further
increase their residence time, as has been demon-
strated for bacteria in plumes associated with sinking
phytoplankton cells (Jackson 1989), and may, in com-
bination with the reduced flow, make the plumes much
more important to bacteria than the plume volume
would indicate. Similarly, remineralization products
leaking out of aggregates may have an effect on phyto-
plankton growth in the euphotic zone. Judged from
reported concentrations of silicic acid and ammonium
inside aggregates—orders of magnitude higher than
ambient concentrations (Shanks & Trent 1979, Brzezin-
ski & Alldredge 1997)—this effect may well be signifi-
cant. Another potential implication of the long slender
chemical trail at the rear of the sinking aggregate
is that it may help zooplankters to remotely locate,
colonize and feed on marine snow particles (Kiørboe
& Thygesen 2001, in this issue), thus further contri-
buting to the remineralization of aggregated organic
particles.
One could imagine that turbulence would dissipate
such plumes rapidly. However, direct observations in
the ocean of colour trails left by small sinking particles
leaking fluorescein demonstrate that such trails may
persist for many minutes and be meters long in calm
water and in the pycnocline, although they may bend
and become filamentous due to shear and turbulence
(Woods 1968, 1971). The full implications of the hetero-
geneity in solute distributions due to leaking and sink-
ing particles to microorganism population dynamics,
aggregate remineralization, ocean carbon turnover,
and the effects of turbulence on these processes have
yet to be examined. The model developed here may
help us do so.
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Appendix 1. Numerical solution of the Navier-Stokes’ and diffusion-advection equations
We consider a spherical co-ordinate system which follows
the sphere, where r denotes the distance from the centre
of the sphere, f denotes longitude, and q latitude with q = 0
pointing downstream.
Model of the fluid flow. The fluid flow around the sphere
is assumed to be incompressible, axially symmetric and in
steady state and can therefore be described by the time-
independent stream function denoted y (r,q ) (Acheson
1990). The physical significance of the stream function is
that 2 p y (r,q ) is the flow through the circle in 3-dimensional
space given by r and q . With these assumptions, the Navier-
Stokes’ equations can be formulated as a fourth order non-
linear partial differential equation in the stream function
(van Dyke 1964):
(A1)
where a is the radius of the sphere, (A2)
and the operator L2 is shorthand for
The literature typically uses the notation D2 for our L2 and
states these equations in dimensionless co-ordinates. The 
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Appendix 1 (continued)
boundary conditions associated with this equation ex-
presses that the flow velocity is zero at the surface of the
sphere, and approach free flow far from the sphere:
at the surface of the sphere (A3)
at the surface of the sphere (A4)
as r fi ∞, and (A5)
as r fi ∞ (A6)
Given a stream function, the associated flow field is found
by differentiating:
Here u
f
, u
q
and ur are the components of the flow in the lat-
itudinal, longitudinal and radial direction, respectively.
Finally, the vorticity, Ñ · u, was computed as another
descriptor of the flow field.
The advection-diffusion equation. At a point in the fluid,
the flux of the solute is
u · C –  D Ñ C
Here D is the diffusivity and C is the concentration of the
solute while u is the flow vector. The first term is advection
and the second term is diffusion. Conservation of the solute
implies that this flux is divergence free, i.e. the concentra-
tion satisfies the advection-diffusion equation
u · Ñ C –  D Ñ 2C =  0 (A7)
Here we have used that the flow is divergence free, i.e. Ñ ·u =  0
Eq. (A7) was solved with the following boundary conditions:
Far from the sphere, the concentration approaches the
ambient concentration C∞:
C |r = ∞ =  C∞
We investigated 2 alternative boundary conditions, i.e., the
Dirichlet condition, where the concentration is fixed and
constant over the surface of the sphere:
C |r = a =  c0 (A8)
and the Neumann condition, where the radial derivative
(hence the flux) is fixed and constant over the surface of the
sphere:
|r = a =  c0 (A9)
Discretisation. The advection-diffusion equation was discre-
tised using a finite difference scheme on a rectangular grid
in polar co-ordinates (r, q ).
Using circular symmetry, we are interested in the solution in
the region
q ˛ [0, p ], r ˛ [a,Rmax], f = 0
Here we should in principle take Rmax = ∞ but we will rec-
oncile with Rmax large.
The computational grids are rectangular in the spherical co-
ordinates r, q , but are not uniform. In the radial direction,
the spacing is logarithmic, i.e.
ri =  a ·h i–1, i =  1, ..., M
In the latitudinal direction, the spacing is given by
, j =  1, ..., N
Here the step sizes h and k are determined by a ·hM–1 and
kN = p . The parameter g ˛ [0,1] makes the grid denser down-
stream than upstream, which is useful for high Peclet
numbers.
The partial differential equations were discretised on these
computational grids using finite difference schemes. The
Navier-Stokes equations for the flow use a fourth-order cen-
tral difference scheme on a grid with g = 0, i.e. the angle q is
equidistantly spaced. The advection-diffusion equation for
the concentration uses a third/fourth order upwind schemes
with g = 0.7. This grid has a density downstream which is
(1 + 0.7)y(1 – 0.7) ≈5.7 times higher than upstream. The use
of upwind schemes is necessary to avoid unphysical un-
boundedness (ripples) in the solution; the high order reduces
numerical diffusion. Since we use different grids for the flow
and the concentrations, the flow field is interpolated onto
the diffusion grid before solving the advection-diffusion
equation. This is done using cubic splines.
The boundary conditions applied at r = Rmax are for the
flow equations that the stream function equals that corre-
sponding to free flow, and that the vorticity is zero. For the
advection-diffusion equation we set C = C∞ at R = Rmax.
Experimenting with different values of Rmax showed that
this approximation is not critical, in particular not for high
Peclet numbers. The results presented here are computed
for Rmax ‡ 100, which for all practical purposes makes the
results independent of Rmax.
Solution of the algebraic equation systems. The discretisa-
tion transforms the partial differential equations into alge-
braic equations. The advection-diffusion equation is linear
and was solved in 1 step using a solver for sparse matrix sys-
tems, which is built into Matlab. The Navier-Stokes’ equa-
tions are non-linear and were solved iteratively by con-
structing a sequence y i and z i as the solutions to Dirichlet
problems. The iteration law is as follows: First, given z i we
find y i by solving the partial differential Eq. (A2) with the
boundary conditions, Eqs. (A3) & (A6). Then we find z i +1 by
solving Eq. (A1) with boundary condition Eq. (A5) at the
exterior boundary. The inner boundary condition on z i +1 is
not specified by the physics but must correspond to Eq. (A4).
We therefore guess a function x i +1 on the inner boundary
and use the condition z i +1 = x i +1 at the inner boundary. In
the next iteration we evaluate the guess x i +1 by observing
how well y i +1 satisfies the boundary condition in Eq. (A4),
and use a technique originating from stochastic adaptive
control to adjust the boundary condition z i +1. The iteration
is stopped when the boundary condition Eq. (A4) is satisfied
up to a specified tolerance and y i changes less than a speci-
fied tolerance from one iteration to the next.
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